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President's Message 
The summer is in full swing and a beautiful summer it is so far, lets hope it continues. 
Our diving season is also in full swing and the same comment applies. 
Those of us who are diving are having the season of our lives. Last weekends dive in 
Kingston was a great success, perhaps a little cold for those of us in neoprene but the dry 
boys- well they are another story for another W aterlog. 
When Glenn Ford gave our dive briefing he spoke eloquently about the care we need to 
exercise when diving old wooden wrecks, his point was that we are not making any more 
wooden wrecks and once damaged or destroyed they will be gone forever. 
We need to protect them and respect them as the museum pieces they are. 

This provides me with a natural segue into buoyancy control, it is the be all and end all to 
diving and separates those who are good divers from those who claim to be. Stay away 
from the wrecks, (at least a metre) stay up off the bottom whether it is a delicate coral 
reef or a silted lake bottom wreck and you will keep the water clear behind you like Alf 
(editors comment). 
Get too close to the bottom and you will ruin things for the following divers, 
photographers and the wrecks themselves, just watch the guy with the bright green fins 
for an example of what not to do. (Editors comments) 
As tragic as the stories are that put these wrecks on our lake bottom it is fortunate for us 
within the golden horse area that we can visit these museum pieces in their now "natural 
setting". Lets all take a page out of Glenn's book and look after them for now and for the 
generations of divers to come. 

We have some great dives still to cotne--<m--this yearS-SGlli:ffiOO-and-the-ti-F&Hhat-eemes-tA---------
mind is the Tiller Wreck at Port Dalhousie on the 16th of July. Give me a call if you 
would like to join us while there are still some spots left. We can take 8 divers and their 
gear or we can take 11 divers who are already kitted up for the dive, the wreck is only 
about 15 minutes out. 

Following this dive the club will be diving in Tobermory, another excellent dive 
destination with many great wrecks. 
I hope to see you out diving and remember that your open water certification is only the 
beginning and that there is an advanced course dive planned in Kirkfield quarry on July 
9th, call Leonard at LTC for more details. 

Speak to the diving coordinators listed on the following schedule about upcoming dives. 
You need to dive for your own benefit and your club needs to fill these dives spots in 
order to maintain economical dive charters. 
See you diving. 
Art 



DIVE SCHEDULE FOR 2005 

July 9 Kirkfield quarry advanced diving course see Leonard at LTC 

July16 Port Dalhousie, We will be diving on the Tiller Wreck. This is an 
excellent 2 mast Schooner in great shape. We need two tanks 
Max depth 114 Ft Length 94' long and 23 'beam 
Dive Co- coordinator Art de Waard -

An unknown 2 mast wooden schooner listing to the starboard at 45 degrees, 6 km off port 
Dalhousie in 113 ffw. This wreck is perfect for advanced level divers and is an ideal 
Nitrox dive for more bottom time. The wreck was named by Len Rooney on his first trip 
out because it used a tiller which moved the rudder left and right instead of a steering 
wheel. Visibility is usually 35 - 65 feet or better with average temperature of 40 degrees 
at depth. A dry suit is highly recommended to make this a more _enjoyable dive. The 
wreck is largely intact with the cargo holds to peer into with a light, Yi of the bowsprit 
remains as well as the mast which are collapsed and sitting on the bottom 90 deg. from 
the wreck. 

August 13 & 14 Dive Tobermory on the Bruce Isles on Saturday, Sunday shore 
Dive bring two tanks. $65.00 for dive boat on Saturday 
www.diversden.ca Max 12 Divers 
Lodgmg at Trail ends lodge $ 100.00 a room for weekend Fri.& 
Sat.Camping at Tobermory Village campground or arrange your 
own accommodation. Barbecue Saturday night at Art Amos' place. 
B.Y.0.B 
Dive Co-coordinator: David Wong. 

September 10, &11 Dive Point Traverse Lodging at cottages and two days diving on 
wrecks like the Olive Branch, City of Sheboygan and Annie 
Falconer Cost $215.00 http://dive.kingston.net/duckboat.htm 
This is an excellent dive at good very good cost. Max 12 Divers 
Dive Coordinator Glenn Ford. bring two tanks 

October 15th, 16th Brockville More detail to follow as soon as your favourite editor (who 
stays of the bottom) receives them. 

Bold dates are Firm (cost are not confirmed yet) 



HMS Sussex: Waiting on sunken treasure worth billions 

GIBRALTAR (22 May 2005) -- The British warship HMS Sussex, lost in a 
storm off Gibraltar in 1694 with billions of dollars worth of gold bullion and 
500 seamen, will have to stay lost a little longer. Tampa-based Odyssey 
Marine Exploration, which was poised this spring to start archaeological and 
treasure recovery work on what it believes to be the more than 300-year-old 
shipwreck, has put the project on hold after last-minute objections from 
Andalusia. The Spanish region's government, despite prior central 
government approval of the project, last month sent its Guardia Civil patrols 
to board Odyssey's research vessel and now demands a say-so in one of the 
most anticipated --- and controversial - -- deep-water excavations ever 
planned. Odyssey, eager to stay on good terms with anyone claiming 
maritime interests in the shipwreck-rich Mediterranean, announced last week 
that it would concentrate on five other "high-value targets" until things are 
ironed out with Andalusia's department of culture. "We'd all like to see the 
Sussex project move ahead, but we have other projects that could prove as 
valuable," says Odyssey co-founder Greg Stemm. He says the company plans 
to return to the Sussex later in the year. 

The ease with which the firm has shifted operations to other sites is a 
testimonial to how many potentially lucrative shipwrecks litter the floor of the 
Mediterranean, and how successful the firm's advanced deep-water search 
technology has been in locating them. The sudden snag in the Sussex 
project, after years of preparation, also provides a glimpse of the political 

-----~a~n~d.,__,_e=m~o""t1onal guff that d1v1des those who seek treasure 1n the deep ocean 
floor and those who see it as a repository of maritime history. 
Odyssey, which last year recovered 51,000 gold and silver coins and 
thousands of other artifacts from the Civil War-era wreck of the SS Republic 
off the Georgia coast, claims that it serves both goals: raising saleable 
artifacts that it says have little value to archaeology and items of unique 
cultural importance for preservation and exhibit. The total value of the 
Republic operation has yet to be determined, but with two ships in its fleet 
and a third under lease, Odyssey has set out to become the leading for-profit 
shipwreck exploration company in the world. 

Archeologists fear such ambitions are no idle boast. Although there are an 
estimated 3 million undiscovered shipwrecks worldwide, archaeologists say 
advanced deep-water technology such as Odyssey's side-scan sonar and 
deep-divingrobots Latest News about Robots will expose these cultural "time 
capsules" to commercial exploitation. "The problem is that salvage operations 
are driven by time and money, not by what can be learned from the wreck" 
says Robert Neyland, the chief archaeologist for the U.S. Navy, who headed 
recovery of the Confederate submarine H.L. Hunley. "Commercial salvage 
and archaeology are not compatible." Although the "finders keepers" 
principle applies to most shipwrecks in international waters, archaeologists 
have taken some consolation in the fact that the rights to "sovereign" vessels 



like the Sussex are retained by the country under whose flag they sailed, 
wherever they sank. 
But to the horror of British archaeologists, Odyssey has struck a first-of-a
kind deal with the British defense ministry that provides a sliding scale for 
the division of treasure, the conservation of artifacts, and the sale of media 
rights. Because the Sussex, the flagship of a 13-ship fleet, sank while it was 
carrying a vast sum of money and six tons of gold intended to assure the 
loyalty of the Duke of Savoy to England in the war with France, both parties 
to the agreement could wind up with billions. George Lambrick, director of 
the Council for British Archaeology, calls the deal "a blatant piece of heritage 
asset stripping" that will "legitimize commercial treasure hunting for financial 
rewards on a grand scale." 

The British government would get 60 percent of any take over $500 million. 
"This deal would not have been struck if millions --- perhaps billions --- of 
dollars were not at stake," Limbrick says. With its eye firmly on booty not 
culture, it looks as if the government is reneging on the basic principles of 
archaeological management that it has championed elsewhere," he says. 
At least on the surface, the deal is at odds with the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization Convention on the Protection 
of Underwater Cultural Heritage, a 2001 international agreement that has yet 
to be ratified. It states that "underwater cultural heritage shall not be 
commercially exploited." Lam brick says he's concerned that the Sussex 
agreement will set "a dangerous precedent for the exploitation of wrecks in 
other waters" from 2,000-year-old Roman galleys in the Mediterranean to 

_____ _..t_._,re__..a ...... s.._.._ure:laden-5paoisb-galleons-i.i+-the-Gillf--of MexiGfh-. --------------

When it comes to sunken treasure, the glimmer of gold --- like the will of a 
rich uncle --- has a way of bringing potential heirs out of the woodwork. 
Odyssey, for instance, last year paid $1.6 million to Atlantic Mutual Insurance 
Co. which had insured a portion of the SS Republic's cargo a century and a 
half ago --- to resolve its claim to the wreck. 
With a formal agreement from Great Britain in hand and the approval of the 
project by the Spanish government, the only remaining obstacles to the 
Sussex project appeared to be technical ones. Then the mouse roared. 
Andalusian authorities contend that it's possible a British flagship sailing 
through the straits of Gibraltar on its way to France in 1694 just might have 
had something that belonged to Spain on board. 
Or perhaps because of the wreck's proximity to Spain, it's not the Sussex at 
all, but a Spanish vessel. And even though the wreck lies outside territorial 
waters in what Spain has designated "an adjacent area," Andalusia insists 
that it, too, must approve the project --- perhaps in return for a small share 
of the take. 

SOURCE - Sci-Tech 



Luxury yacht 'Summerwind' severely damages coral 
reefs in Belize 

USA (7 April 2005) -- On 
Tuesday, March 29th, at 
approximately 8:20 a.m., mishap 
struck the second largest barrier 
reef in the world. One of Belize's 
most valuable assets, the barrier 
reef, has been damaged due to 
neglect of foreign elements. The 
145-foot luxury yacht 
'Summerwind,' captained by 
Hussain Adam, 39 years old of 
Maldives, entered Belizean waters 
on March 16th. The trip was 
intended to be purely pleasure but 
ended in creating major damage to 
the reef. Despite the fore warnings 
given by the Port Authority and the 
shipping agent, Eurocaribe, the 
lavish, three-story yacht anchored 
in front of San Pedro Town, several 
days after hitting Belizean waters. 
On Tuesday, March 29th,_tb=e ____ , 
'Summerwind' moved from its safe 
anchor harbor in front of San Pedro 

Summerwind yacht (above) and Summerwind 
anchor chain (below) damaging coral off San 
Pedro. 

Town to a location on the outer edge of the reef, where most local scuba 
diving takes place. San Pedro is one of the most frequented diving areas in 
the world and one the most thriving industries on Ambergris Caye. The 
luxury yacht released a very large anchor with approximately two hundred 
feet of chain down to an estimated seventy-foot depth. In the process, the 
chain dismantled a large section of coral and as it descended the swinging 
motion, from side to side, continued to break off more sections of hard and 
soft coral and sponges. 
A spokesperson for Summerwind told the San Pedro Sun "They moved the 
boat due to a low tide situation with high wind and there was a fear that the 
diesel tanks which are located on the very bottom of the yacht could 
potentially burst if the shallow water allowed the boat to hit any obstruction. 
With a boat of all fiberglass construction a punctured tank could prove fatal 
to the entire crew as it would literally burst into flames. Besides this 
potentially life threatening situation there was of course the fear of the eco
damage that could also occur. In other words in an attempt to do the right 
thing and avoid a potential problem another was caused." Billy Leslie, 
President of the San Pedro Tourist Guide Association (SPTGA), was the first 
to notice the infraction caused by the luxury yacht. At approximately 9:00 
a.m., Mr. Leslie alerted the San Pedro Police Department, the Hal-Chan 



Marine Reserve staff, and Belize Fisheries. About an hour later, the captain of 
the vessel, Hussain Adam, was escorted by police to the new San Pedro 
Police Station for questioning. Adam was then asked to visit the Hol-Chan 
Marine Reserve Office and speak with the Fisheries officers, which he did not 
comply. The captain went back to his boat and the vessel remained anchored 
the rest of the day and night. 
On Wednesday morning, March 30th, the 'Summerwind' removed its anchor 
off the reef and came back to safe harbor. Later that same day, the 
authorities of the Hol-Chan Marine reserve escorted one of the crewmembers 
to their office where he was interrogated. San Pedro Tourist Guide 
Association with the assistance of Ched Cabral of (Reef Adventures), Andy 
Garcia and Manuel Pech of (Amigos del Mar), and a concerned American 
tourist, Dan Brisco ventured to the site at about 2 :00 p.m. on the same day 
and witnessed major sections of damage to the coral reef. The area where 
the destruction took place measures about two hundred feet north to south 
and approximately two hundred and fifty feet east to west. The spokesperson 
for Summerwind told the San Pedro Sun, "Summerwind's attitude was that a 
48 hour timeframe existed in which Summerwind was to be formally 
charged. That period came and went with no action from any of the GOB's 
offices. Captain Adam visited Belize City and Belmopan at his own expense to 
verify what he could do, if anything, to help rectify the situation. He was 
notified of the 48 hour window from the GOB's offices that he visited. He was 
told by the boat's management company that after the 48 hour window 
passed they were free to leave as they wished. They did so using the normal 
exiting procedures and didn't "disappear." They also paid $700 per day, 
along with oth.e r taxes1_to__the_p_ort5-aUtb.or.it-¥-b-et:e-al'.lcito-U-owed-e¥ePf-+:Ul-el--------
a nd instruction that was given them." The interesting aspect of the 
unfortunate mishap is that according to the Belize Port Authority and 
Eurocaribe Shipping Service, who acted as the shipping agent for the luxury 
yacht at the request of the Port of Authority, is that the 'Summerwind' was 
pre-warned about the rules and regulations when entering Belizean waters 
but ignored all warnings. Mike Williams, owner and Managing Director of 
Eurocaribe told The Sun that the captain told him that they had anchored in 
seventy feet of water inside the reef. In his interview, Mr. Williams asked The 
Sun, "Do you know of any part inside the reef where there is seventy feet of 
water?" He went on to state that his company has in the meantime 
relinquished their services with the yacht with an incurred debt of about 
$5,000 Bz. 

According to Melanie Mc Field, who works with the World Wildlife Fund and is 
a local reef scientist for the Mesa-American Reef Eco Project, and who is 
doing an in depth assessment on the damage created by the luxury vessel, 
that it will take approximately a hundred years for the damage to repair 
itself. On Saturday, Pepe Garcia, an independent environmentalist, who was 
accompanied by Ismahel Fabro, Chief Environmental Officer with the 
Department of the Environment and Nicole Cho, an attorney with the 
Department of the Environment, and he assured that the Government of 
Belize would file a lawsuit against the 'Summerwind' and its owners. 



Mr. Leslie ended his interview by stating that the SPTGA would like to see 
that who ever is responsible taken to court and prosecuted for this 
tremendous damage. The SPTGA is demanding that all appropriate 
authorities take the proper actions against such careless destruction and that 
h!gh fines be set. He suggests tha.t the money be used to purchase ropes, 
pins, buoys and an underwater drill set so that a proper anchorage area can 
be designated to prevent such damage. 
Major (retired) Gilbert Swaso, Chief Operations Officer with the Port 
Authority of Belize informed The San Pedro Sun that the Port Authority of 
Belize issued an order for the 'Summerwind' to stay in Belize until the matter 
was resolved but further investigation indicated that the vessel has 
disappeared from the San Pedro area and rumors are that the boat might be 
headed for Placencia or Half-Moon Caye. 
The Summerwind spokesperson said as of April 7, the Summerwind is in 
Honduras and from there will sail to Florida. 

Killing sharks kills coral reefs 

Their position at the pinnacle of the 
marine food chain is legendary. 
Now, understanding sharks and their 
significance as top predators-and the 
consequences of human activity 
towards them-has taken on new 
importance through a new study by 
scientists in San Diego and Spain. 
Jordi Bascompte and Carlos Melian of 
the Integrative Ecology Group, Estacion Biol6gica de Dofiana, Consejo 
Superior de Investigaciones Cientfficas, in Sevilla, Spain, and Enric Sala of 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography at the University of California, San 
Diego, developed an unprecedented model of a Caribbean marine ecosystem 
and details of its intricate predator-prey interactions. This food "web" 
covered 1,000 square kilometers to a depth of 100 meters and included 
some 250 species of marine organisms. The study, published in the April 12 
edition of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, included an 
intricate network of more than 3,000 links between these species. The 
project was one of the largest and most detailed investigations of marine 
food webs and the first study to integrate food web structure, dynamics and 
conservation. One of the most striking products of the study is a stark 
picture of human impacts on marine ecosystems and the consequences of 
targeted fishing. In the Caribbean, overfishing of sharks triggers a domino 
effect of changes in abundance that carries down to several fish species and 
contributes to the overall degradation of the reef ecosystem. Overfishing 
species randomly, the study shows, is not likely to cause these cascading 
effects. "It appears that ecosystems such as Caribbean coral reefs need 



sharks to ensure the stability of the entire system," said Sala, deputy 
director of the Center for Marine Biodiversity and Conservation at Scripps. 
When sharks are overfished, a cascade of effects can lead to a depletion of 
important grazers of plant life. This is because there are fewer sharks to feed 
on carnivorous fish such as grouper-causing an increase in their numbers 
and their ability to prey on parrotfishes. The removal of plant-eating animals 
such as parrotfishes has been partly responsible for the shift of Caribbean 
reefs from coral to algae dominated, the authors note. Thus overfishing of 
sharks may contribute further to the loss of resistance of coral reefs to 
multiple human disturbances. "The community-wide impacts of fishing are 
stronger than expected because fishing preferentially targets species whose 
removal can destabilize the food web," the authors conclude in their report. 
Because of their comprehensive approach in developing the intricate food 
web, the authors say their study and its results address more than individual 
species protection and speak to larger ecosystem protection issues. 
"The paper presents a community-wide approximation of conservation 
problems," said Bascompte. "We cannot asses all of the implications of 
overfishing by only looking at the target species or a few others. Species are 
embedded in a complex network of relationships and this network has a 
particular shape. This has large implications for the propagation of the 
consequences of overfishing through the whole food web." Funding for the 
study was provided by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology and a 
grant from the History of Marine Animal Populations Program of the Census 
of Marine Life, which was sponsored by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
SOURCE - University of San Diego California 

Live-aboard scuba diving trip circumnavigates 
Vancouver Island 

VANCOUVERISLAND,Canada(15 
Feb 2005) -- 'It's possible you're the 
first people to dive some of these sites," 
our scuba dive boat captain said as he 
drew a diagram of a pinnacle that existed 
out there ... somewhere ... under metres 
of ocean water. 
We were off the northwest tip of 
Vancouver Island, part way into an 11-
day circumnavigation. Plenty of people 
dive the eastern side of the Island. 
Others, though not as many, dive along 
its western edge. But few have ever done 
both coasts on the same trip. 

Vancouver Island 

And so, we hit 



the water, making our way down an anchor line to an unnamed spire of 
submerged rock where loads of fish and other critters waited. Sure enough, 
we were rewarded. Rockfish were everywhere. Not just one species but a half 
dozen different kinds. The place was absolutely pulsing with life; there were 
sponges and patches of feather duster worms with purple tufts, wolf eels and 
an octopus. 
We would quickly learn the Island's west coast has its own rewards, plus we 
could directly compare the two sides. 
Leaving from Steveston, we crossed over to the Island and scurried up the 
east coast, stopping briefly to see Texada Island's cloud sponges, which hung 
off rock walls in metre-wide yellow clumps, each a ball of tubes and each 
tube with its own critter ... a shrimp here, a crab there. 
But best of all were the little golden faces of juvenile quillback rockfish, which 
peered out of the tubes. And this was only our first dive. 
From Texada, it was on to the northeast corner of the Island to see Browning 
Wall, the gold standard of northwest diving. On a dive named Al's Baby, we 
found abundant broccoli stalks of plumose, a forest of branching white, 
separated by anemones, barnacles, 20-armed sun stars, a huge king crab 
and a tiny octopus. There was so much life; there literally wasn't a spot on 
the wall to rest your finger. 
We climbed from the water to a classic West Coast scene. An eagle soared 
overhead in a cloudless sky and as we headed off a school of Dall's porpoises 
sliced through the water around our bow, leaving white streaks of foam in 
their wake. The fact we were covering all this territory in a live-aboard dive 
boat was a milestone. Diving in these parts has come a long way from the 
days when a live-aboard meanLcom.munaltollets--ancLgetti+l9-dressed-oi+-a-1-1-------
open, unprotected deck. Today, divers here have many of the amenities 
folks have had for years in warm-water destinations -- terry robes, someone 
to make up the cabin, cinnamon buns handed out as you come back from the 
dive, divemaster guides if you wish, plus all sorts of clinics, including photo 
workshops and fish ID courses, and trips for non-dive activities such as 
kayaking, hiking and visiting First Nations villages. 
Diving destinations have also expanded in scope beyond the expected 
favourites -- Copper Cliffs by Quadra Island, Browning Wall by Port Hardy 
and Dillon Rock. Trips now take in the Queen Charlotte Islands, Alaska and, 
of course, around Vancouver Island. On our round-Island trip, we covered 
almost 1,000 kilometres. 
We hit the tiny village of Tahsis and a number of our group went to dive the 
bay, hoping to spot six-gill sharks despite the water's extreme muddiness. 
The rest of us drained the town of its entire stock of margaritas. 
The next day, we dove the town dock, again hoping for six-gills. Though we 
saw no sharks, the dock was a party in itself. For decades, boats have 
dumped their trash here -- "a white man's midden," one guy quipped. 

We found a rifle encrusted with sponges. Starfish climbed the pilings. As for 
the diving, because this is Vancouver Island's wild side, where North 
America's storms come ashore, the underwater life is a bit different. 
"Storms scour the outsides of islands, so you have to look for life in 



protected niches and on the backsides of pinnacles," the dive boat captain 
said. The life is not as thick and it has to be hardier -- sturdy anemones, 
abalones and flat metridiums rather than delicate sponges and broccoli-stalk 
plumose. We were diving places that had been explored only once or maybe 
not at all. My favourite was Hot Springs Cove Pinnacle, "probably the best 
example of what a pinnacle dive should be," according to the dive boat 
captain. The 100-metre-wide rock sits in 30 metres of water and gets both 
current and a bit of surge, which means it has both the hardier surge life and 
the hungrier soft-invertebrate life. 
At 15 metres below the surface, the rock was completely covered with 
metridiums, purple flowering tube worms, stars, tunnicates, barnacles, 
sponges, stalks of plumose, hundreds of fish. 
Between dives, we visited an ancient aboriginal village with crumbling bits of 
overgrown, century-old totem poles. 
On another day, we visited Friendly Cove. There are dozens of similar coves 
along the coast but somehow, every early explorer managed to land here, 
including Vancouver, Cook and Spaniards Galiano and Valdez. 
Today, what's left is a lighthouse, a church with aboriginal carvings, a 
memorial cairn to Cook and a First Nations couple with their incredibly 
friendly cats. Then on to Hot Springs Cove. The boardwalk is two kilometres 
of planks, many of them carved with the name of a visiting ship. The path 
winds through a glorious old-growth forest crowded with giant cedars, some 
three metres across. At the end is a series of rock basins filled with steaming 
thermal water. 
Squeezed into a series of pools, we watched ocean waves crash on nearby 
rocks while some chap with a guitar Q.J.a¥ed '70s ballads On OULlasLda¥£, WCJ::e;__----
rounded the southern end of the Island, first stopping to visit Bamfield, then 
docking in Victoria. 

SOURCE - Victoria Times 

For sale a Scuba Pro Classic BCD with Air 2 Octopus Regulator. 
The equipment is a Non Integrated Weights type, Black in colour, less than one year old, 
has less than 20 dives on it. The BCD was purchase in the Philippines last winter along 
with a Zeagle BCD. Your editor has decided to stick with the Zeagle back inflation 
system and is prepared to sell the Scuba Pro Classic to a club member for $300. The Air 
2 alone is worth half that figure. 
Your editor ( never disturb the bottom Alf) weighs l 75lbs and more often than not dives 
in dry suit gear with 30lbs of lead and finds the BCD to have more than enough lift for 
the task. 
Call or email me if interested, I am in the Rogue's Gallery. 
All diving equipment should b e serviced b y a trained professional and this equipment 
should be serviced before being used. 

Photographs and one other "for sale" ad ... follow on the next page 



For Sale 

1- Oceanic Data 100 Dive Computer and Owners Guide 
Asking #100.00 negotiable 

Clark Forster 
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President's Message 

We still have lots of great diving ahead of us this 2005 season so read on to see how 
some of us have been honing our diving skills, don't be left out, call your dive club 
representative and book your dives now before it is too late. 
As I write for this months Waterlog I am feeling really good although physically tired 
and mentally sleepy from the activities of diving the upper Niagara River last Thursday. 
We had nine divers take part and I think I speak for all concerned when I say we had a 
terrific time. We talked for a long time on the river bank during the debriefing and some 
of us stopped at a Tim Horton's on the way home and talked some more, The weather 
was excellent, the river was warm and almost tropical (some members dove without 
hoods and gloves and still others opened up the tops of their wetsuits as a cooling aid). 
Visibility was 15 to 35 feet at different stages on the dive as we drifted down river. We 
saw lots of large fish and as usual the fish were curious about our presence and came 
close to us as we drifted along. We where in the river for just less than an hour. 
The Niagara River is a great dive and it is free. If any one wants to do this dive again this 
season or perhaps a faster drift dive down the St. Clair River to see the old wooden 
wrecks in Samia under the Blue Water Bridge please let me know so that I can organise 
the event/s. 
We especially encourage the recent graduates and those who have not dove with us for 
quite a while to come and join us on these not so energetic dives which are very relaxing. 
I have made enquiries about diving in the lower Niagara River and have drawn a blank as 
far as getting a boat but by the same token have come up trumps with a boat to take us 
diving on the wreck of the Sligo a.k.a. The Prince of Wales (Humber Bay Park, West} 
any Weanesday evening [weather permitting} for a sum of $_l~each.__Le_t me knQ_w_ii__y:o:.u__ _____ _ 
are interested and I will make the arrangements. 
Congratulations to Training Director Leonard and the successful students of the advance 
diving course. I could not make it myself but I understand it was a great success. 
The dives to Kingston and Port Dalhousie were also well attended, the wrecks are in good 
condition although the vis .. on the "tiller wreck" was not as good as on previous dives. 
I know I have said this a hundred times before but it will not hurt to say again, we are so 
fortunate to live in the Great Lakes Basin with its plethora of great known wreck sites and 
hopefully more to be discovered at a recreational depth. 
I am now looking forward, as I am sure many of you are to the Tobermory dives later this 
month. 
Glen Ford our safety director just came back from Nova Scotia where he was diving on 
some second world war wreck that were sunk by German U boats, with some luck Glen 
will be sharing his stories with us in the not too distant future. 
Lisa is organizing a table at the fall festival in Thornhill and she needs our help, ideas and 
physical presence to make this event successful. The club survives on its membership 
fees and it is at functions like this where new members are generated. If you know of 
friends who are interested in diving please bring them to the festival or take them to the 
club. Lets help Lisa and the club by volunteering and making her job easier and the club 
healthier (Lisa is in the Rogue's Gallery) Thanks Lisa. 
Again I hope to see most of you diving as this summer season progresses. 

I 



DIVE SCHEDULE FOR 2005 

August 13 & 14 Dive Tobermory on the Bruce Isles on Saturday, Sunday shore 
Dive bring two tanks. $65.00 for dive boat on Saturday 
www.diversden.ca Max 12 Divers 
Lodging at Trail ends lodge$ 100.00 a room for weekend Fri.& 
Sat.Camping at Tobermory Village campground or arrange your 
own accommodation. Barbecue Saturday night at Art Amos' place. 
B.Y.O.B 
Dive Co-coordinator: David Wong. 

September 10, &11 Dive Point Traverse Lodging at cottages and two days diving on 
wrecks like the Olive Branch, City of Sheboygan and Annie 
Falconer Cost $215.00 http://dive.kingston.net/duckboat.htm 
This is an excellent dive at good very good cost. Max 12 Divers 
Dive Coordinator Glenn Ford. bring two tanks 

October 15th, 16th Brockville More detail to follow as soon as your favourite editor (who 
stays of the bottom) receives them. 

Bold dates a~e Firm (cost are not confir_med yet) 

Scuba diver loses thumb after 
harassing moray eel 

PHUKET, Thailand (25 April 2005) -- A moray eel bit off 
the thumb of a scuba diver who was harassing it in what 
the scuba diving industry describes as 'interactive' diving. 
While diving off the Similan Islands in Thailand, British 
tourist Matt Butcher, 32, learned the hard way why the 
United Nations and international eco groups are 
campaigning for a worldwide ban on fish feeding and 
similar entertainment dives in which scuba divers utilize 
food to provoke marine wildlife to perform for thrill -seeking 
tourists. Butcher lost his thumb after he and diving buddy 
Becks Herbert concluded that a huge 2-meter long moray 
eel "wanted to play" with them. 
When Butcher tried to provoke the animal with processed 
sausage meat wrapped in a plastic bag, the animal latched 
on to Butcher's left thumb, which was holding the bag . 
"I couldn't get my thumb out of (the eel's) mouth once (it) 
started biting," Butcher told reporters from his hospital bed 

Butchered by a moray eel: Matt 
Butcher reflects on the 'thrills and 
spine-tingling chills' of so-called 
'interactive' diving ... 

in Phuket. "Seconds later my thumb came off. The (eel) ate it and swam away. I'm just glad 
the eel didn't bite something else!" 



Apart from nitrogen narcosis, which can cause divers to do stupid and dangerous things, many 
fish feeders are under the influence of TV shark feeding shows and dive industry promotion of 
'interactive diving' as safe and exciting for underwater thrill-seekers. 
PADI, the DEMA dive industry marketing group and National Geographic aggressively green
wash fish feeding, shark cage diving and marine mammal shows which generate millions of 
dollars from thrill-seeking tourists who pay to watch 
marine wildlife perform. 

"While there are those who strongly disagree with 
placing orcas in captivity and having them perform, it is 
these contrived, 'unnatural' encounters that remove 
public fear .. . " argues Jeff Nadler, industry spokesperson 
for PADI, a company based in southern California that 
markets and sells diver certification cards, sports 
apparel and fish feeding tourist dives. 

I n 2001, PADI, DEMA and Rodale Inc (a publisher which 
later dumped its troubled and discredited Scuba Diving 
magazine) lost a two-year battle to prevent a ban on 
fish feeding in Florida, which became law on January 1, 
2002 . 

Soon after, Hawaii and the Cayman Islands also banned 
fish feeding due to concerns about public safety and the 
impact of feeding activities on marine wildlife and the 
environment. 

Cheap soggy sausage? No thanks, I 
prefer fresh interactive diver thumb ..• 

A message for all from John Berkhuizen 

The UK 040 lamp in both the regular (Halogen) and L.E.D. version are available at Irving's 
Plumbing, 3796 Victoria Park 416-492-6444 (strip plaza, just south of Steeles ,north east 
corner at Gordon Baker Dr. ) and probably at their 111 Esna Park location as well. 

The 040 LED was $38. At Scuba 2000 the same lamp was either $68 or $78. 

I just called Irving's Plumbing to see if they could get the other pistol shaped models and the 
gentleman said they just started carrying the UK 40, but felt that they should be able get the 
larger models if any one wanted, needless to say they will cost more money than the UK 40. 
Information on the display paper inside the packaging states submersible, good to 500 ft. 
They are being carried at the plumbing wholesaler because they are spark proof and can be used 
in an explosive gas environment 
John Berkhuizen 

Did Pirates Get a Bad Rap? 

NORTH CAROLINA (14 June 2005) -- Mark Wilde-Ramsing may be ashore in his office, but 
his thoughts are often on a patch of water that's displayed on his computer screen via a live 



feed from a tower-mounted zoom camera. On the surface, the picture is not much to look at -
a marker buoy being tossed about by whitecaps on the angry brown waters of North Carolina's 
Beaufort Inlet. But 30 feet down lie the remains of a 17th-century vessel that experts say 
once belonged to the notorious pirate Edward Thatch, better known as Blackbeard. 
Since its discovery in 1996, Shipwreck Site 0003BUI has drawn journalists, television crews 
and thousands of curious tourists and pirate enthusiasts to this subdued port and resort town 
on the central Carolina coast. The wreck's location, size, age and contents seem to match 
what is known about Queen Anne's Revenge, the 40-gun pirate ship that Blackbeard ran 
aground here in November 1717. "I tell you, I just can't believe people's level of interest in 
pirates," says Wilde-Ramsing, an underwater archaeologist who is managing the careful 
excavation of the site for the state of North Carolina. "It's like dinosaurs, Robin Hood or the 
Wild West: People really want to know about this stuff." In recent years, experts have been 
able to piece together a far clearer picture of Blackbeard, "Black Sam" Bellamy, Bartholomew 
Roberts and other participants in the so-called "Golden Age" of piracy in the early 18th 
century. Driven in part by the discovery of pirate wrecks along the U.S. Atlantic seaboard, 
historians and archaeologists have combed British archives, colonial legal records, French 
logbooks and even the sea floor itself, searching for clues about these elusive outlaws, who 
captured the imagination of their contemporaries and never let it go. 
Pirates, the new argument goes, got a bad rap in many ways. The popular image of pirates as 
a gang of sadistic monsters led by a despotic, possibly deranged captain is largely a product of 
an early 18th century propaganda campaign against them, says historian Marcus Rediker of 
the University of Pittsburgh. "The authorities at the time were not only trying to capture and 
kill the pirates, they were also trying to delegitimize them in the eyes of common people who 
didn't necessarily see them as killers," says Rediker, author of "Villains of All Nations: Atlantic 
Pirates in the Golden Age." The book cites numerous references to the pirates' popularity in 
the letters of frustrated officials from Jamaica to Boston. At a time when the British Empire 
restricted trade in the colonies, pirates were a source of cheap goods and tidy profits for 
merchants and others who sold them supplies. But pirates were also heroes in the eyes of 
many sailors, indentured servants and others who saw them as rebels against tyrannical 
merchant captains, plantation owners and government officials. "This particular phase of 

~---~~--· plr:ac_y~wa£.,mo.1:~0La-mar:itim ~r::e'iol~tnai:i-simple~Gr:im~n0t€s~KeAAelolrKiAk01Trese-are'"'· -------~ 
~------cUr:.ector_oLExp_editi.on-Wb¥dah,tbe-gr:o¥incetowl'.l-,-Mass..,gr-otJp-e*GavatiA§-Bellamy!s-wreek. 

"There was a level of democracy and tolerance aboard pirate vessels that was very difficult to 
find anywhere in the Western world at that time. The early 18th century, Kinker notes, was a 
time of growing centralization of economic and political control, with a rising gap between rich 
and poor, and when working conditions on sugar plantations, tobacco farms, and merchant 
and naval ships had become more exploitative than in the past. 
Pirates, by contrast, ran their ships democratically, voting their captains in and out of power, 
making important decisions collectively, providing benefits to injured crew, and sharing food 
and loot equally. Aboard Bellamy's ship, Whydah, which was wrecked off the coast of Cape 
Cod in a 1717 storm, Kinkor's colleagues found 100 pieces of African gold jewelry that had 
been broken up to divide among the crew. This, combined with the poor pay, harsh discipline 
and poor wages aboard merchant ships, may explain why so many sailors voluntarily joined 
the pirates when their ships were captured . "Occasionally, pirates would force a specialized 
crewman like a carpenter or a cooper to join them, but a lot of their manpower came from 
volunteers," notes David Moore of the North Carolina Maritime Museum in Beaufort, who 
works with Wilde-Ramsing on the wreck in Beaufort Inlet. Pirates could be violent and 
murderous and at least a few took pleasure in rape, torture and killing. But in many of the 
surviving accounts of their victims, pirates like Bellamy and Blackbeard exercised restraint, 
treating captives civilly and often returning their vessels to them, minus some cargo. 
"Blackbeard sometimes divvied out inhumane treatment to captives to find out where 
valuables were, but there's not one document that indicates that he ever killed anybody in any 
way," Moore says. Scholars have also found that a large number of those aboard pirate ships 
were Africans, including 15 percent of those on the Whydah and as many as 60 percent of 
those on Blackbeard's last command, the Adventure, when he was killed. Their precise status 
is still a matter of debate, as documents show that many pirates sold captured slaves or, in 
the case of Blackbeard, failed to free the human cargo on captured slave ships. But there are 
also numerous instances of black crew members who shared plunder equally and, in some 
cases, rose to positions of authority on pirate vessels. "One of the reasons pirates welcomed 



people of color aboard their ships was because they knew they would be totally committed, 
because they had nothing to go back to," says Rediker, who adds that pirates remain folk 
heroes in many former slave societies in the Caribbean. 
Other scholars are skeptical that pirates were engaged in a revolt of sorts or that they were 
imbued with rough-hewn democratic ideals. 
"I just don't think these guys were that deep," says Moore, who has been studying Blackbeard 
for more than 20 years. "There was a bit of getting back at the establishment but, in the end, 
I think they were just thieves." British historian David Cordingly warns against romanticizing 
pirates, who he argues were "tough and ruthless men capable of savage cruelty and murder." 
Cordingly declined to be interviewed for this story, but in his book, "Under the Black Flag: the 
Romance and Reality of Life Among the Pirates," he notes that pirate captains were "often 
vicious and sadistic villains" and that their crews horrified captives with "their foul language, 
their drunken orgies, and their casual brutality." People "want the world of pirates as it has 
been portrayed in the adventure stories" and "prefer to forget the barbaric tortures and the 
hangings." Wilde-Ramsing, for his part, hopes the North Carolina wreck will provide new 
clues. The wreck has yielded navigational instruments, anchors, tools and a motley assortment 
of cannons, but excavation work is less than 2 percent complete. Everything found so far 
seems to point to it being Queen Anne's Revenge, including period wine bottles, pewterware, 
and timbers. If true, this wreck would provide a second time capsule of life in the pirate era, 
joining the half-excavated Whydah. 

"Archaeology lets you check the written record," Ramsing says, "which is helpful, because 
people don't always tell the truth." 

The fight for the Griffin shipwreck 

GRAND RAPIDS, Michigan (12 May 2005) -- A man who believes he may have discovered 
the wreck of the first European trade ship on Lake Michigan is getting support from France as 
he seeks salvage rights to the Griffin, a vessel that disappeared in 1679, a lawyer said. 

------~·steve UBeFl'.'sGreafTal<es Exploration roup is engaged in what could be a long legal fight 
'tlltne-state orMTcffigan over possession o t e s1 e. But e i e y will get a boost with 

France's interest in the case . 
"If it's a French vessel, the French have a right to determine the recovery. France wants us to 
go forward," Great Lakes Exploration attorney Richard Robol told a federal judge Tuesday. 
Robol presented an e-mail from the U.S. State Department. It quoted a French diplomat as 
saying there was an "unequivocal naval connection" between the explorer, Robert de La Salle, 
and King Louis XIV, and France retains ownership to the Griffin. 
Michigan typically has authority over abandoned ships at the bottom of the Great Lakes on its 
borders. But under law, France's rights could trump all. 
No one is touching the site yet. Great Lakes Exploration is not even certain about the ship's 
identity, but the probability it is the Griffin is "higher than 50 percent," Robel said. 
Fearing the site could be looted, the group only says the wreck is between Escanaba and the 
St. Martin Islands, near Wisconsin. 
U.S. Chief District Judge Robert Holmes Bell told Robel to get more details to state scientists 
within two weeks. The state then will check the site and report back in July. 
Bell did not rule on Great Lakes Exploration's request to become custodian of the site. 
Michigan Assistant Attorney General James Piggush said a piece of wood at the bottom of the 
lake is "more likely a barn timber," not part of a ship. 
Robol said identification would be "difficult" and would occur only if the judge granted access 
to the site, less than 150 feet deep. 
"Everything points to the Griffin, based on the location and markings," he said. "If it isn't, 
France isn't interested. My client isn't interested." 
The Griffin was believed to have carried furs. 
"The only riches on it would be riches of the mind," Robol said outside court. "I don't believe 
anyone believes there's treasure." 
LaSalle's other ship, La Belle, was discovered off the Texas coast in the mid-1990s. With 



approval from France, state archaeologists recovered nearly 1 million artifacts, from human 
bones to muskets. SOURCE - The Grand Rapids Press 

California diver busted for killing giant Black Bass 

LA JOLLA, California {26 April 2005) -- Local 
scuba divers are sad and outraged that one of 
their own used a spear gun to kill a giant sea 
bass, a protected species, in a marine preserve off 
La Jolla on Sunday. "He makes us look like a 
bunch of idiots," said Gus Zanini, who scuba dives 
and free dives without oxygen tanks. "We have to 
know not only the species but the laws of take, 
size and possession limit before we pull the 
trigger. There is no catch-and-release option when 
hunting with a spear. "Omid Adhami, who 
authorities say killed the giant sea bass, was 
arrested aher city lifeguards watched him and two 
male companions pull the 171-pound fish into 
their boat Sunday, lifeguards said. 

A 1982 state law prohibits anyone but 
researchers from taking the fish. Once 
rare because of overfishing, the big, 

The vessel was anchored within the San Diego-La gentle creatures have made a 
. . . comeback in recent y,~e""a~rs""". ~W'-'h'""il""e-~n""'o _______ _ 

------lt::tlla~Eeolo9rcat-Reserve1th-e--l1fe-gua-rrts-sa1cl. one knows how inany there are, there 
·~--------AdhamilTlcPyb-e---ctte-ctio r poaching ana~fi51l1ng i-n--~lleen mcreaseasigfffmgs of the 

an underwater preserve state officials said The gia~t bl~ck sea bass off Sou~hern 
. . . '. . . · California. They are not afraid of 

minimum fine for each v1olat1on IS $680; the divers, can live to be 100 and range in 
maximum penalty is $2,000 and a year in jail. length !rom 3 to more than 7 feet and 
State Fish & Game Department officials are can weigh more than soo pounds. 
considering poaching charges against the two 
other men, including a second scuba diver suspected of spearfishing in the preserve. 
State game Warden Erik Fleet said Adhami contends that he killed the endangered 
fish in self-defense and that he didn't know he was in a preserve. Adhami said his 
diving buddy had just speared a sheephead, a legal sportfish, when the giant sea 
bass approached them. The man said he feared for his safety and shot the fish, Fleet 
said yesterday. 

Experienced divers know that giant sea bass are neither aggressive nor afraid of 
humans, said John Boyer, a veteran diving instructor from Vista. "Nobody could 
ever get the impression that this gentle creature is the least bit threatening," Boyer 
said. "I've petted 600-pounders." Derek Tarr, president of the San Diego Council of 
Divers, said about 80 percent of scuba divers don't hunt while underwater. In 
addition, he said, "I would imagine that hunting a giant black sea bass would be as 
challenging as shooting a dairy cow. "The bottom line is that people who spearfish -
like any other hunter - should know and respect the law," he added. 
While Californians are required to take a 10-hour course on safety and state 
regulations before they can receive a hunting license, anyone 16 and older can 
obtain a fishing license by paying a fee. Among many scuba divers, giant sea bass 



are well regarded because of their size and docile nature. "Having a giant sea bass 
swim up to you underwater is a bit like having a Volkswagen Beetle pull up to you. 
They're big, and they're immensely gentle, slow and curious," said John H. Moore, 
who operates Divebums.com, a Web site for Southern California divers. After nearly 
vanishing by the 1970s due to overfishing, more and more giant sea bass are now 
being spotted by divers, Moore said. Last year, a survey of about 350 San Diego 
County divers found that two-thirds had seen a giant sea bass in the past two years, 
while only a third had seen the fish more than three years ago. 
State law prohibits anyone but researchers from catching giant sea bass. Many local divers 
know about these fish moving through the San Diego-La Jolla reserve, said Volker Hoehne of 
the San Diego Free Divers Club. "They are very approachable, particularly (toward divers with) 
tanks. They're very inquisitive," he said. Some scientists doubt that the bass stay within a 
limited area . "(They) move around an awful lot," said marine biologist Michael 
Domeier of the Pfleger Institute of Environmental Research. Domeier has tagged 20 
giant sea bass with transmitters 

Deadly 'ghostnets' killing marine 
wildlife 

USA (1 May 2005) -- Huge swaths of the 
Pacific Ocean are loaded with discarded 
fishing nets that entangle marine mammals, 
turtles and sea birds, a new study found. 
Researchers used satellites to get a better 

------l:landle~GR-tt-.e-sG0i:>e--0f-the-,.-se-ealleEI-§ hestnet; , • 
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cou nt the junk. "There is a lot more trash out 
there than I expected," said James · Sea turtle entangled in discarded fishing net 

Churnside, a researcher with the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA). The nets tend to congregate, driven by wind and currents. Because they're 
made of synthetic materials, they decay slowly and can drift for years. Many end up 
on coral reefs, where removing them is time-consuming and costly - knife-wielding 
divers cut the nets and load them into inflatable boats. Divers have removed 77 ,000 
pounds of old fishing nets from the reefs and shorelines of the Hawaiian Islands 
alone, according to Mary Donohue, Marine Debris Coordinator for the National Marine 
Fisheries Service in Honolulu. In one tally of the consequences, divers have found 
170 endangered Hawaiian monk seals entangled in nets since 1982. Churnside and 
colleagues used satellites to plot convergence zones. Then this spring they flew over 
one of the zones during a three-day mission on a P-3 Orion Aircraft based in 
Honolulu. They spotted about 2,000 individual pieces of debris, including at least 100 
nets or pieces of net. Some balled-up net fragments were 30 feet (10 meters) 
across. "One piece of driftnet that was still stretched out, and presumably still 
fishing, was 200-300 meters long," Churnside said. That's at least twice the length of 
a football field. It's not yet clear if the convergence zones are more efficient at 
trapping debris than expected or whether there simply is much more material 
floating in or near the zones and available for capture than suspected. Future flights 
and more research are planned to answer this question and figure out how to 
remove ghostnets from the ocean. 



One strategy might be to develop a way to predict where in the ocean the 
debris is likely to accumulate so that it can be cleaned up 




